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INTRODUCTION

The present monograph has been planned In such a 
way as to form a natural companion to the author’s volume 
Algebraic Topology appearing at the same time in the Col
loquium Series and h£5?eafter referred to as AT. The 
topics dealt with have for common denominator the rela
tions between polytopes and general topology. The first 
chapter takes up the relations between polytopes in gen
eral and the topologies which they may receive and in 
these questions we lean particularly heavily upon J. 
Tukey. The second chapter completes in certain important 
points the treatment of singular elements of AT. The 
third chapter deals with mappings of spaces on polytopes 
and certain related imbedding questions; it contains also 
a modem treatment of retraction for separable metric 
spaces. The last chapter is devoted to the group of 
questions centering around the general concept of local 
connectedness. Comparisons with retracts are considered 
at length, there is a full treatment of the homology and 
fixed point properties. The chapter concludes with an 
outline of the relations with "homology" local connected
ness (the so-called HLC properties).

The general notations are those of AT. In addition 
to a short reference bibliography, a mere supplement to 
that of AT, there is also given a fairly comprehensive 
bibliography on locally connected spaces and retraction.
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Chapter I.

POLYTOPES

§1 . AFFINE SIMPLEXES AND COMPLEXES

1. Affine Simplexes. In spite of the evident an
alogy with the treatment of Euclidean simplexes of (AT, 
III, VIII). it will be more convenient and also clearer to 
repeat the necessary introductory definitions and proper
ties.

Our simplexes are considered here also as subsets 
of a real vector space ft whose elements are to be called 
points.

(1 .1 ) DEFINITION. Let crp = aQ... ap 
be a p-simplex whose vertices are independent 
points of a real vector space 33 . By the af
fine p-simplex associated with crp is meant 
the set, written cr̂  given by
(1.2) x =* x̂ a.̂
(1.5) p = o : x° = 1 ,
(1.4) p > 0 : 0 < x i <l, I x 1 = 1.
The x^'s are the barycentric coordinates of x.
To the face = a^ ... a^ of o-P there cor
responds the set of joints obtained by replacing
0 < x. by 0 = x. in (1.4); it is the ct£ xh v
associated with and is called a q-face of
<t .̂ We transfer to c a n d  to its faces the 
terminology previously adopted for <yp. In par
ticular we speak of the open or closed affine

1



2 I. POLXTOPES

simplex, the boundary Bcr̂  etc. The set of 
all points in an element of ® or of Clcr^
is denoted by ] *B cr̂  j or |Cl cr̂j .

(1.5) The open and the closed affine sim
plexes are convex.

Let x 1, x11 € Cl o-P . The segment 1 - x* x*1 
joining them consists of the points

(1.6) x - t'x1 + t!lx!l, 0 < t*, t" < l,t* + t” -l.i iHence if x 1 - x a^ x11 - x l! a^ we have
x = x ^ ,  y1 ■= t1 x'1 + t" x " 1

and. we verify readily that xe|Cl crp| . Similarly for a

(1.7) If ffy " °v<Tv' (complementary 
faces) there passes through each point x a 
unique segment xTxTT with x 1 e o£, x"e<r^t.

(Same proof as for (AT,VIII,2.1).

2.(2 .1 ) DEFINITION. Let S - {<rvll,
S' - (<ĵ | he two sets of affine simplexes, 
where the simplexes in each set are disjoint.
We shall say that S' is a simpllclal parti
tion of S whenever each cx^ is in some 
and each Is a union of a finite number
of Thus S' is a partition of 3 in
the sense of (AT,IV,29).

(2.2) Let S «= f<rvil he a simpllclal 
partition of and 8^ any point of tfp.
Then: (a) if S' “
Is a slnrplicial partition of <jp j (b) ir 
dp€<v±, S' - f̂ Pô j|j ̂  1| has the same prop

erty.



§1. AFFINE SIMPLEXES AND COMPLEXES 3
Since (2.2 ) is trivial for p = o we assume p > o. 

Suppose first Sp CcjP arid let x ^ ap. By (1.5) the seg
ment apx extended meets in a point x 1 in some
Oy^ and so x€^^v .̂ Thus is the union of the ele
ments of S'. Since is in no we only have
to prove the disjunction property for a pair 
i ̂  h. Now if x is a point common to both, d^x extend
ed will meet BffP in a point common to CTvî CTvj1 and 
this is ruled out since S is a sinrplicial partition of 
Bo-P. The treatment of (b) is essentially similar.

(2.3 ) Let b© the set of all the
proper faces of vfr and points on
°vi' av* ^ lGn the simplexes

(2.4) £ B ^  ĵ0̂ 9 ° v i j
make up a sinrplicial partition of cx̂ .

This is trivial for p = u so we assume it for di
mensions < p and prove it for p. Tfcider the hypothesis 
of the induction the collection of all the = a± ... Qj 
avl-{ ...^avj terminating with 8̂  is a sinrplicial par
tition of ov y  Since the a . are disjoint { <!t is 
a simplicial partition of ®<r*, so that (2.3 ) follows now 
from (2.2 ).

The decomposition of (Cl cr̂ ) by the simplexes (2.11 ) 
is its first derived (Clo-P)1. Usually the centroid 
(—~y, .*. , p^p) is chosen as and similarly for the
faces. The corresponding (Cl cr̂ )* is known as the bary- 
centrlc first derived. We can treat similarly the sim
plexes of (Cl fry)1, and obtain the successive derived or 
barycentric derived as the case may be. In general, un
less otherwise stated, "derived" shall stand for "bary
centric derived".

(24.5) The following designations will be found very 
convenient. The simplexes of ( C l a ^ n  ̂ will be desig
nated by crn (we omit the subscript v). Since the ^



h I. POLYTOPES
make up a diaaection of Clo-^ every point x of the 
latter belongs to one and only one an which will be de
noted by ^(x).

3 . The vector apace Tl or ita aubapacea may be 
metrized in varioua waya. For our purpoae it ia suf
ficient to consider an Euclidean metric relative to a 
base B = fb̂ i. If x « x^b^, y = y^b^ (finite auma) 
auch a metric ia defined by
(3.1) d(x,y) - ( X  U 1 - y1)2)1/2
and it haa a meaning for all (x,y). The aimplexea of ft
are then Euclidean and may be written <rp aa in AT.
The aimplexea of the nth derived (Clcr£) have a max-eirnum diameter: the meah of the derived.

Aa a apecial caae one may utilize the metric (5.1 )
attached to the aubapace aparmed by the verticea a^ of

in D relative to the baae fâ l for the aubapace.
We thua obtain a metric for crp, and in fact for |Clcrp|,i igiven by (5 . 1 ) where x ,y are how the barycentric co- 
ordinatea of x,y. Thia particular metric will be called 
the natural metric of <tp. Notice that if c/*-< <rp, the 
induced metric in <r̂ , ia likewise ita natural metric.

(3.1a) Remark. If no topology ia apecified for ap 
it will be underatood that the set haa been topologized by 
meana of ita natural metric. In point of fact the varioua 
topologiea that may be apecified in the aequel for crp 
will always be equivalent to the one induced by ita gen
eral metric. Thia property ia readily verified in each 
case and no further reference will be made to it later.

(3 .2 ) The Euclidean p-simplex o-p ia a
p-cell; ita boundary Bex*: ia a* (p- 1 )-sphere_ eand is a p-dimenslonal parallelotope.

Thia is a consequence of (AT, I, 1 2 .9) and the fact 
that |Cl *P| Is a bounded convex subset of a Euclidean 
space (£p, the metrized subspace of the vertices.
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(3 .3 ) Let = aQ ... be a simplex

In an Euclidean space (Jn and x any point 
of ffin . Then d(x,y), y 6 cxp, does not ex-©ceed the maximum distance p from x to the 
vertices. (AT, VIII, 2.2 ).

(3.4) The diameter of crp is the length 
of its longest edge (AT, VIII, 2.3 )*

(3.5) Mesh (Cl ap)! ̂  dism ap.
(AT, VIII, 2.4).

(3 .6) If crp is assigned the natural
metric then mesh (Cl <rp)(n' <£ V? (p^f)n  ̂
which —> 0 as n —> 00 .

For in the natural metric the edges of ap all have 
the length /2 and so (3.6) is a consequence of (3*5).

(3.7) If x,x* are distinct points of
0rp there is an n such that the simplexes 
cxn(x), ^ ( x 1) containing x,xf have no
common vertices. (3.6).

(3 .8) Let ( <yn i be such that ^ n+1 C an
(notations of 2.5 ). Then ■ x a point
Of ffP.

In the natural metric ofp Is a compact™ and { 
a collection of closed subsets with the finite Intersec
tion property. Hence r\sn 4 and. since dlam vn —* o
the Intersection Is a point;.

(3 .9) Let *€o* -< <rp. Then there exists
an n such that â (x) has all Its vertices 
in St <7^ (star In Cl crp).



For dlam o^x) — ► 0 and the distance from x to 
the set of simplexes not in St <ŷ  is positive.

4. Affine complexes. Just as for simplexes it is 
convenient as well as clearer to separate the affine and 
other complexes. The affine complex serves to specify 
the point-set which under suitable topologies becomes a 
geometric or an Euclidean complex.

(4-.1) DEFINITION. Let K - }a| be a 
simpllclal complex and let fÂ I be its ver
tices where (il is any set whatever. Let 
fâ l be vectors of a real vector space with 
the following properties:
(4.2) a^*—* A^ is one^one;
(4.3) if cr « A^... Aj€K then a^,...^ are 

independent, and so they are the vertices 
of an affine simplex denoted by av;

(4.4) a J)cr! =*crvn<T^ « <(>,
If we transfer to favi the incidences "is a 
face of" prevailing in K, likewise the same 
incidence-numbers, it becomes a complex K ^ K , 
known as an affine simpllclal complex. Its re
lation ta K is also described by the statement:
Ky is an affine realization of K. We also re
fer sometimes to K as an antecedent of K̂..

We transfer to the full terminology attached to IL 
Example. C l c a r e  affine realizations of Cl<rp, 

!Bap and <rp Is an open subcomplex of Cl crp.
The set of all the points of the simplexes of 

is denoted by IK̂ I .
It follows from the definition of Ky that every 

point xelKyl satisfies a relation
(4.5) x = x^

where If x considered in (4.3), the coordinates4 4 vx , ...,xJ are the barycentrlc coordinates of x In <y .

6_______ ___________I. P O L C T O P E S _______________



§1. AFFINE SIMPLEXES AND COMPLEXES 7
It follows that the x* are unique and satisfy (1.3,)>
(1.4). The x* are known here also as the barycentrlc 
coordinates of x.

(4.6) Barycentrlc mapping. The definition is the 
same as for Euclidean complexes (AT,VIII,6.1) and need 
not be repeated.

(4.7) A noteworthy special case is when Kly are 
both realizations of the same complex K. Let {Â l, iâ l, 
fa£i be the vertices of K, K ,̂ K1y where â , a£ are the 
images of Â . Then a^ — > a| is a one-one transformation 
which induces a one-one barycentric mapping t , referred 
to as the natural barycentric mapping

We notice the following properties:

(4.8) Every simplicial complex K has an 
affine realization K^.

For If {Â i is chosen as a base for a real vector- 
space 73 (its elements being all the finite forma t*A^ 
with the t^ real) the three conditions (4.2), (4.3),
(4.4) are naturally satisfied and so may be con-* 
structed with a^ - Â  ̂ throughout.

It Is important to observe that this special choice 
of the a4 is not unique. Thus consider the two-complexft 1 T pK consisting of a B cr-7 with one two-face removed. K 
has the following affine realization: take a plane
triangle ABC and let D be its centroid; K2 consists of 
the triangles DAB, EEC, DCA with all their sides and 
vertices. This is a realization as a subset of a plane, 
whereas the above construction would require a four-space.

(4.9) Let o' be some point on <yy€ v
Then:

(a) C, = ••• CTj>°vi
la an affine simplex and

C C °vj*
(b) - i c I is an affine realization
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of K f, and ia known aa a first derived of K^;

(c) H^| = IK̂ I.

Thia ia an immediate consequence of (1.10) together 
with (AT,IV,2 6).

When the new verticea a are the centroida of the 
correaponding <7, the affine complex ia called the
barycentric firat derived. The definition of the nth 
derived, barycentric or otherwiae la now obvioua. It ia 
written and ia an affine realization of
which coincides with as a point set.

(4.10) Not at Iona. Extending the nota
tions introduced in (2.5 ) we deaignate by an 
the aimplexea of (alao o’ for ctq) and
by ^(x) the

The following property ia needed later.

(4.11) Let a be a point of <jv and 
let undergo the set-tranaformatlon S (in
the sense of AT,IV,7): S ia the Identity out-
aid© of St <?v; Sctv = if e St
Scr̂. = a (Bor̂ . - &v ). Then S ia a aimplicial 
partition of into a new complex v, and
K,„ is a aubdiviaion of K .1V v

The partition property is an Immediate consequence of
(1 .9). It Is also clear that 3 fulfills the conditions 
of (AT,IV,24.8) and so It is a subdivision.

(4.12) Consider the function d(x,y) defined on 
Ky by the expression (3.1). If Is the affine re
alization of (4.8) with lÂ I as the base for the vector 
space D , then d(x,y) is a metric for !B and hence 
for Kjy. Since the natural Darycentric transformation 
&1V— > Ky. la ond-one and preserves the barycentric co


